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Despite Parity Law, Therapists Often   
Remain Out Of Reach 
by Jenny Gold, Kaiser Health News | Reprinted from Disability Scoop December 12, 2017Email 

It’s been nearly a decade since Congress 
passed the mental health parity act, with its 
promise to make mental health and substance 
abuse treatment just as easy to get as care for 
any other condition. Yet today, in the midst of 
the opioid epidemic and a spike in the rate of 
suicide, patients still struggle to access      
treatment.  
 
That’s the conclusion of a report published recently 
by Milliman Inc., a national risk management and 
health care consulting company. The report was 
released by a coalition of mental health and        
addiction advocacy organizations. 
 
Among the findings: 

 
• In 2015, behavioral care was four to six times more likely to be provided out-of-network 
than medical or surgical care. 
• Insurers pay primary care providers 20 percent more for the same types of care as they pay     
addiction and mental health care specialists, including psychiatrists. 
• State statistics vary widely. In New Jersey, 45 percent of office visits for behavioral health 
care were out-of-network. In Washington D.C., the figure was 63 percent. 

 
The researchers at Milliman examined two large national databases containing medical claims       
records from major insurers for PPOs — preferred provider organizations — covering nearly 42 million 
Americans in all 50 states and the District of Columbia from 2013 to 2015. 
“I was surprised it was this bad. As someone who has worked on parity for 10-plus years, I thought we 
would have done better,” said Henry Harbin, former CEO of Magellan Health, a managed behavioral 
health care company. “This is a wake-up call for employers, regulators and the plans themselves that 
whatever they’re doing, they’re making it difficult for consumers to get treatment for all these illnesses. 
They’re failing miserably.” 
 
The high proportion of out-of-network behavioral care means mental health and substance-abuse  
patients were far more likely to face the high out-of-pocket costs that can make treatment                
unaffordable, even for those with insurance. 
 
In a statement issued with the report, the coalition of mental health groups, including Mental Health 
America, the National Association on Mental Illness, and The Kennedy Forum, called on federal     
regulators, state agencies and employers to conduct random audits of insurers to make sure they are 
in compliance with the parity law. 
 
                                                                                                                                Continued on page 5 

mailto:?subject=Despite%20Parity%20Law,%20Therapists%20Often%20Remain%20Out%20Of%20Reach&body=Check%20out%20this%20article%20from%20Disability%20Scoop:%20https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/despite-parity-therapists-reach/24517/
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           “My Two Cents”  
          By Tim Doherty, Executive Director  

As I write these words, it is the day after Christmas, so all the parties, have 
come and gone, with only memories of those good times.  It indeed has 
been a wonderful year, for which we at Project Freedom have a lot to be 
thankful.  This year, we obtained our funding for two new projects, one in 
West Windsor and one in Gibbsboro.  Staff will soon be working to make 
them a reality, which will provide needed barrier free housing for many of 
our consumers.  We must have had our guardian angels working overtime 
for us to win those funding awards this year, which was quite extraordinary.  
 
And speaking of Angels, at Project Freedom communities we have always been grateful for our 
"community angels" throughout the years, who provide special programs to our consumers throughout 
the year.   
 At Robbinsville, The Resurrection Lutheran Church gives gifts to tenants at Easter as well as    

hosting our Thanksgiving dinner and Labor Day picnic, open to all tenants there.   
 In Hamilton, the Nottingham Women's Club donates a $25 Gift card to all the tenants there at    

Christmas Time.  
 In Hopewell, Merrill Lynch provides a " Giving Tree" with Christmas gifts to each family there as 

well as food for many families during the Thanksgiving holiday.   
 Our Woodstown Community had a holiday food delivery to several tenants thanks to Franklin    

Savings Bank, and the Woodstown Police Department, and Meals on Wheels provided large gift 
bags to their Meal recipients.  

 In Lawrence, the Menges family donated personalized gift bags for all our tenants there, as well as 
helped with our annual Christmas party.  They, along with Deborah Hospital donated Christmas 
gifts for our Chinese Auction, allowing many tenants to go home with more than one gift.  The    
students from Sommerville High School come down to help serve as waiters and waitresses, and 
escort tenants home or deliver gifts to those who couldn't come out.  We even had the Lawrence 
Community Band give a holiday concert, with attendance from our other Mercer County  

     communities, for a great night of Christmas music.   
 In Toms River and Westampton, our two newest communities, PFI has provided the means to hold 

a Christmas party so all could enjoy the holidays.  
 
So, a lot to be thankful for.  For me, these things don't just happen.  I am pleased to have a great staff, 
who orchestrate, coordinate and work, those days....all with a smile on their faces, to provide these 
memorable events.  So, I would like to give a big “thank you” to them:  Lawrence: Joanne, Brie, Ross, 
Joe and Johnny; Hamilton and Robbinsville:  Jackie, Melinda, Mary, Esther, Judy, Dana, Maria, Doug, 
Ed, John and Ron; Hopewell: Ceil, Jennifer, Jen, Frank and Damien; Toms River: Laurie, Joyce, Jim 
and Al; Woodstown:  Sammi, Arlene, Mike and John; Westampton:  Dara, Savanah, Tony and        
Leonard.  And of course our executive staff, Steve, Norman, Tracee, Marion, Heather and Sakina.  
 
And finally, to our Board of Trustees, who consistently meet every month to provide support and     
continue the mission of Project Freedom, now and into the future.  Many thanks to all.                   

Happy New Year.  
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From Norman’s Desk 

 

 

Support us when you shop on Amazon. Go to smile.amazon.com/
ch/22-2532804 and Amazon donates to Project Freedom Inc. 

This past month we have had two or three “shots” of snow and a short bout of artic air.  Is this a foretaste of 
our Winter Season?  This depends on many factors that change daily.  
 
Similar to last year, forecasters at NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center issued the U.S. Winter Outlook last 
October saying that a “short-term”  La Nina is expected to influence winter conditions this year.  La Nina 
favors drier, warmer winters in the southern U.S and wetter, cooler conditions in the northern U.S.  
 
In addition, other factors that often play a role in the winter weather include the Arctic Oscillation, which 

influences the number of arctic air masses that penetrate into the South and create nor'easters on the East Coast, and the 
Madden-Julian Oscillation, which can affect the number of heavy rain events in the Pacific Northwest. 

 
Some chilly winter weather is in store for the Northeast and mid-Atlantic, with January threatening to bring the coldest air of 
the season. Although however cold, low temperatures will pale in comparison to those in the northern Plains where the  
mercury is set to dip to minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit at times. 

 
Snow along the I-95 Corridor is predicted to be near average amounts to about New York City area where above normal 
snowfall is predicted. 

 
The bottom line is: Prepare for winter weather no matter what the predictions say, 

 
Learn from Super-Storm Sandy! Now is the time to think about power outages.   

Store drinking water, first aid kit, canned/no-cook food, where you can get them easily, even in the dark.  
Have emergency supplies on hand before storms occur. 
Flashlight and extra batteries  
Portable, battery-operated radio and extra batteries.  
One-week supply of food to include items that do not require refrigeration or cooking in case the power is  
shut off.   
Non-electric can opener  
One-week supply of essential prescription medications.  
Extra blankets. 
Information during weather emergencies can be obtained from the Emergency Broadcast System through 
these radio stations for Mercer County: 

 WPST - 97.5 FM 
 WHWH - 1350 AM 
 WKXW - 101.5 FM 

 
In all of the above situations, prepare for aides and personal assistants to be late, not show, or to be stuck in your 
home.  All of these scenarios should be discussed and planned for by people who are dependent on aides or     
personal assistants. 

 
Norman A. Smith, Associate Executive Director -  ProjectFreedom1@aol.com  
Follow me on Twitter @normansmith02 
Follow us on Twitter @TheFreedomGuys 
"Like" us on Facebook.com/ProjectFreedomInc 

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/f.html?C=20MHUMX22T2S1&K=1W56VR0N4JZPN&M=urn:rtn:msg:201711271511490982b218b0aa49ecbe2ac9f4d5d0p0na&R=29EGF27PM6PQV&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F22-2532804&H=IFDMIEWWMKOALKCAXPZHJ5PVXAEA
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/f.html?C=20MHUMX22T2S1&K=1W56VR0N4JZPN&M=urn:rtn:msg:201711271511490982b218b0aa49ecbe2ac9f4d5d0p0na&R=29EGF27PM6PQV&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F22-2532804&H=IFDMIEWWMKOALKCAXPZHJ5PVXAEA
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Harbin, now a consultant on parity issues, said the report’s finding that mental health providers are paid less than primary care 
providers is a particular surprise. In nine states, including New Hampshire, Minnesota, Vermont, Maine and Massachusetts,  
payments were 50 percent higher for primary care providers when they provided mental health care. 
 
Because of such low reimbursement rates, he said, mental health and substance abuse professionals are not willing to  
contract with insurers. The result is insurance plans with narrow behavioral health networks that do not include enough  
therapists and other caregivers to meet the demands of patients. 
 
For years, insurers have maintained that they are making every effort to comply with the Mental Health Parity and Addiction  
Equity Act, which was intended to equalize coverage of mental health and other medical conditions. And previous research has 
found that they have gone a long way toward eliminating obvious discrepancies in coverage. Most insurers, for example have 
dropped annual limits on the therapy visits that they will cover. Higher copayments and separate mental health deductibles 
have become less of a problem. 
 
Still, discrepancies appear to continue in the more subtle ways that insurers deliver benefits, including the size of provider  
networks. 
 
Kate Berry, a senior vice president at America’s Health Insurance Plans, the industry’s main trade group, said the real problem   
is the shortage of behavioral health clinicians. “Health plans are working very hard to actively recruit providers” and offer          
telemedicine visits in shortage areas, said Berry. “But some behavioral health specialists opt not to participate in contracts with 
providers simply because they prefer to see patients who are able to pay out of their pocket and may not have the kind of severe 
needs that other patients have.” “This is a challenge that no single stakeholder in the health care infrastructure can solve,” she 
added. 
 
Carol McDaid, who runs the Parity Implementation Coalition, countered that insurers have been willing and able to solve provider 
shortages in other fields. When there was a shortage of gerontologists, for example, McDaid said, insurers simply increased the 
rates and more doctors joined the networks. “The plans have the capacity to do this; I just think the will hasn’t been there thus 
far,” she said. 
 
The scarcity of therapists who accept insurance creates a care landscape that is difficult to navigate for some of the most        
vulnerable patients. Ali Carlin, 28, said she used to see her therapist in Richmond, Va., every week, paying a co-pay of $25 per 
session. But in 2015, the therapist stopped accepting her insurance, and her rate jumped to $110 per session. Carlin, who has 
both borderline personality disorder and addiction issues, said she called around to about 10 other providers, but she couldn ’t 
find anyone who accepted her insurance and was taking new patients. “It’s such a daunting experience for someone who has 
trouble maintaining their home and holding a job and friendships,” said Carlin. “It makes me feel like no one can help me, and I’m 
not good enough, and it’s not an attainable goal.” 
 
In Virginia, the Milliman report found that 26 percent of behavioral health office visits were out-of-network — more than seven 
times more than for medical care. 
 
With no alternative, Carlin stuck with her old therapist but must save up between sessions. She has just enough to cover a visit 
once every few months. “I make $30,000 a year. I can’t afford an out-of-pocket therapist or psychiatrist,” said Carlin. “I just can’t 
afford it. I’m choosing groceries over a therapist.” 
 
Angela Kimball, director of advocacy and public policy at the National Alliance on Mental Illness, said she worries many patients 
like Carlin simply forgo treatment entirely. “One of the most common reasons people give of not getting mental health treatment 
is the cost. The other is not being able to find care,” she said. “It’s hurting people in every corner of this nation.” 
 
Kaiser Health News, a nonprofit health newsroom whose stories appear in news outlets nationwide, is an editorially independent 
part of the Kaiser Family Foundation. 

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/temporary-postings/information-page
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DATE DAY PROGRAM (in Community Room) TIME 

9-Jan Tue Hamilton Soup Making Prog. Time 3:30 -6:00 PM 

17-Jan Wed Hamilton Winter Craft Prog. Time 5:00 -8:00 PM 

23-Jan Tue Hamilton/Lawrence Shopping Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

25-Jan Thu Hamilton Games Prog. Time 5:00 -7:00 PM 

30-Jan Tue Hamilton Crafts - Groundhog Day Prog. Time 5:00 -7:00 PM 

DATE DAY PROGRAM (in Community Room) TIME 

4-Jan Thu Robbinsville Baking Sugar Cookies Prog. Time 6:30 -9:00 PM 

11-Jan Thu Robbinsville Soup Making Prog. Time 5:30 -7:30 PM 

16-Jan Tue Robbinsville Winter Craft Prog. Time 6:30 -9:00 PM 

23-Jan Tue Robbinsville Games Prog. Time 6:30 -9:00 PM 

31-Jan Wed Robbinsville Crafts - Groundhog Day Prog. Time 6:30 -9:00 PM 

Robbinsville Events 

               Hopewell Events 

5-Jan Fri Mercer Home Health Hosting Pokeno  3:00 to 4:00 PM  

9-Jan Tue Heart to Hearts Hosting Chair Massage  1:15 to 3:15 PM  

19-Jan Fri TD Bank Hosting Understanding Credit Seminar   3:00 to 4:00 PM  

24-Jan Wed Heart to Hearts Hosting Chair Massage  9:30 to 11:30 AM  

DATE DAY PROGRAM (in Community Room) TIME 
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Lawrence Events 

DATE DAY PROGRAM (in Community Room) TIME  

3-Jan Wed Lawrence Chili Making Prog. Time 4:00 -6:30 PM 

10-Jan Wed Lawrence Games Prog. Time 3:00 -500 PM 

23-Jan Tue Hamilton/Lawrence Shopping Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

Project Freedom at Lawrence was blessed to have received numerous food donations from extremely generous 
people, stores and restaurants to help the tenants celebrate Thanksgiving Day. 

As always, The Knights of Columbus along with St. Anne’s church began the holidays with a huge donation of 
28 turkeys that they delivered to the Community Room above the call of duty. 

Fusion Employer Services’ employees went all out by further donating an amazing amount of food delivered 
from ShopRite. Butter, mashed potatoes, gravy, stuffing, yams, corn and green beans all bagged up and sent to 
Lawrence tenants.  On top of all of that amazing food,  Fusion employees also had ShopRite donate 25 freshly 
made pumpkin pies.  Yum!! 

In addition, Terhune Orchards enthusiastically donated 15 delicious homemade pies to tenants featuring apple, 
coconut custard, peach and mincemeat.  It was quite a treat. 

Both ShopRite in Hamilton and Ewing were also generous in donating five turkeys each.  This helped a number 
of families in need to have a proper and delicious Thanksgiving meal. 

With all of these amazing, lovely and thoughtful donations, Project Freedom at Lawrence was able to provide 
complete and delightful Thanksgiving meals for tenants in need helping to make their Thanksgiving a joyful one 
to remember!!  
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Researchers To Study Effects Of Marijuana On 
Kids With ASD 
by Sam Wood, Philly.com/TNS | Reprinted from Disability Scoop December 12, 2017 

FacebookTwitterGoogle+LinkedInPinterestEmail 
PHILADELPHIA — Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia is pairing with an Australian biopharmaceutical company 
in what some advocates say could be the first major effort in the United States to study the effects of medical 
marijuana on children with autism. 

Athena Zuppa, the director of the hospital’s Center for Clinical Pharmacology, will lead a team researching     
current medical marijuana patients. The hospital will not provide any cannabis products to children. 

“This is truly an observational study,” Zuppa said. “We’re not giving them anything. We’re just gathering data to 
educate ourselves.” 

Research with children who are already covered under Pennsylvania’s Safe Harbor provision — which grants 
parents special permission to administer medical marijuana to their children — is likely to begin in early 2018. 

There is significant anecdotal evidence showing that cannabinoids, the active compounds in medical marijuana, 
can help with some of the symptoms of autism. Cannabis advocates say cannabinoids help improve social     
interaction and control repetitive behavior, and don’t cause the side effects associated with antipsychotic drugs 
often given to children with autism. 

The study at CHOP will build on data collected by the Australian company, Zelda Therapeutics, which is funding 
the research. Zelda, which completed another observational study on autism in Chile last year, is also set to 
start clinical trials in Australia to investigate the effectiveness of medical marijuana on chronic insomnia. 

The partnership between CHOP and Zelda was brokered by the Philadelphia-area mother of a child with autism. 
Erica Daniels, founder of Hope Grows for Autism, said she was thrilled to have brought the two organizations 
together. 

“For too long, patients and their families have been missing out on genuine therapeutic options with the potential 
to transform lives,” Daniels said. 

Zuppa said that little is known about how cannabis works in kids. 

Standard drugs are marketed after going through a rigorous process by the FDA. Because the federal           
government considers marijuana to be a Schedule I drug, akin to heroin and LSD, there have been no clinical 
trials in the U.S. for any cannabis product. 

One of the aims of the CHOP study will determine what parents in the region are giving their children with      
autism. Cannabidiol, known as CBD, is a substance in marijuana that, unlike THC, does not induce euphoria. 

“We’re trying to understand the landscape of what the kids are taking,” Zuppa said. “Some kids are taking only 
CBD and some are taking a mixture of CBD and THC. I’m trying to understand how parents make their choices.” 

Pennsylvania’s medical marijuana program is set to launch early next year. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/&t=Researchers%20To%20Study%20Effects%20Of%20Marijuana%20On%20Kids%20With%20ASD
http://twitter.com/share?text=Researchers%20To%20Study%20Effects%20Of%20Marijuana%20On%20Kids%20With%20ASD&url=https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/
https://plus.google.com/share?url=https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/&title=Researchers%20To%20Study%20Effects%20Of%20Marijuana%20On%20Kids%20With%20ASD&summary=%3Cp%3EIn%20what%20some%20advocates%20say
http://pinterest.com/pin/create/button/?url=https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/&media=&description=Researchers%20To%20Study%20Effects%20Of%20Marijuana%20On%20Kids%20With%20ASD
mailto:?subject=Researchers%20To%20Study%20Effects%20Of%20Marijuana%20On%20Kids%20With%20ASD&body=Check%20out%20this%20article%20from%20Disability%20Scoop:%20https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2017/12/12/researchers-marijuana-asd/24514/
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Brewery Serves Up Careers With Beers For Adults 
With Special Needs 
by Joseph Rios, Reprinted from The Denver Post/TNS | November 28, 2017 

 

When you take a seat at the bar at Brewability Lab in Denver, prepare to pick a color to order your beer. A large 
chalkboard sign displays the brewery’s beer selection in hues: red for the strawberry blond, white for the pale ale 
and purple for the coffee porter. It’s a gimmick with a purpose — ordering a beer by its color makes the work    
easier for those “beertenders” at Brewability who are on the autism spectrum and can’t read. 

Brewability’s mission isn’t just to make beer. The brewery’s founder wants to provide good jobs and even a social 
setting for people with disabilities. 

Brewability Lab founder Tiffany Fixter ran a day program for adults with developmental disabilities before she 
opened the brewery a year ago amid some warehouses in northeast Denver. She wanted to create a business 
that would employ adults with disabilities because she saw how difficult it can be for them to find meaningful jobs. 
She liked the idea of running a brewery because they’re social places, and many adults with disabilities feel      
isolated from other adults. 

 “I wanted a community space. I wanted (Brewability Lab’s employees) to be social in their active community, and 
it’s working,” Fixter said. “Every single one of them is significantly better than the day they started.” 

Patrick Hill spoke only a few words at a time when he started working at Brewability, and his shifts often ended 
after 10 minutes, Fixter said. Now, Hill works 10 hours a week as a beertender and talks with co-workers and  
customers. He has a “fan club” of guests, Fixter said, who enjoy his company and his antics, like dancing and 
singing along to songs like “I Want It That Way” by the Backstreet Boys. 

“I think (Brewability Lab) is a great opportunity for people like my son,” said Patrick Hill’s mother, Bernie Hill. “He 
gets a lot of fulfillment out of working here, and he’s more confident in himself since he started working here.” 

If Hill’s not at the bar, you might find Nick Wrape serving beers — and singing at the top of his lungs when his 
“drinking song,” “Raise Your Glass” by Pink, comes over the sound system. His customers smile and join Wrape 
in a toast when Pink sings “Come on and raise your glass!” 

And if Wrape isn’t serving drinks, you might find Alex Randall at the bar. He’s the reason the taps are labeled in 
Braille. Randall, who is blind, is a social guy, eager to share his knowledge of music, bowling and the beer he 
serves. His work at Brewability has led to friendships, he said, and he’s learned a lot about how beer is made. 

“I had never had the opportunity to actually figure out how beer is made until I came here,” he said. “I wasn’t too 
sure if I was going to like (working at Brewability Lab), but I have loved it and the people here that I’ve met.” 

Brewability Lab is set up to help its six employees with disabilities fully function as part of the brewery’s team. 
Photos and checklists are posted to help workers complete regular tasks like washing dishes and cleaning the 
bar. Fixter, the “brewery mom,” holds them accountable for their responsibilities, and they respect her for that.  
She finds people who need a leg up in the work world through referrals, and Brewability Lab has a wait list of  
people eager to land a job there. The brewery interacts with the community in other ways, too, hosting events like 
dog adoptions, birthday parties and fundraisers. 

“Some of the conversations that I’ve had here with people have been profound and beyond anything I’ve gotten 
anywhere else,” said Anthony Jacobs, who is a regular at Brewability. It has changed his perspective of what    
autism is and how capable people can be, he said. 

“I gained a new appreciation for people with autism.” 
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1-Jan Mon Happy New Year  

8-Jan Mon No Day Program  

15-Jan Mon PF Offices Closed  - MLK Day  

16-Jan Tue Movies—Hamilton AMC 24 Bus Leaves PFR 10:00 AM 

17-Jan Wed Grocery Shopping - Shop Rite Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

18-Jan Thu Mall Trip Moorestown 5 People Needed Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

22-Jan Mon Day Program Prog. Time 10 AM-3 PM 

24-Jan Wed Parx Casino  - Philadelphia - 5 Needed Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

25-Jan Thu Columbus Indoor Farmers Market Bus Leaves PFR 9:30 AM 

29-Jan Mon Day Program Prog. Time 10 AM-3 PM 

Jan. 1  
Rose Eller  

 
Jan 7  

Wendy Brown  
Amarianna Page 

 
Jan 10  

Nate Smith  
 

Jan. 15  
Brandon Francis  

 
 

Jan 17  
Sakina Diwan  

 
Jan. 20  

Iris Helfritch  
 

Jan. 29  
Billy Fudali  

Johnny Piepszak  
 
 

Autism Portrayal Nets Golden 
Globe Nod 
by Shaun Heasley | Reprinted from Disability Scoop December 12, 2017    

Hollywood appears to be embracing the 
story of a surgeon with autism. 
 
Actor Freddie Highmore snagged a 
Golden Globe nomination this week for 
best actor in a television drama for his 
role as Dr. Shaun Murphy on ABC’s 
“The Good Doctor.” 
 
Highmore, who is typically developing, plays Murphy, a surgical 
resident with autism and savant syndrome. While medically gift-
ed, Murphy struggles socially causing tension with his co-
workers. 
 “The Good Doctor” proved so popular that ABC granted the 
series a full season after airing just two episodes. 
 
The nomination comes as “The Good Doctor” closed out its fall 
run last week as television’s number one new show, averaging 
over 17 million viewers per week. 
 
The Golden Globe awards will air live from Beverly Hills, Calif. 
on Jan. 7 at 8 p.m. ET on NBC. 
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